Tasmania trip February 2019
Plans are useless, planning is essential
- Dwight D Eisenhower

Ike. The affectionate nickname given to General Dwight D
Eisenhower, supreme commander of Allied Forces for the D-Day
landings at Normandy 1944. What you may well ask, has that got to
do with our kayaking trip to Tasmania. Well, just about everything.
Superb organisational skills, meticulous planning, attention to
every minute detail, communication, logistics and that's just the
start of it. We are very fortunate that we have our own Ike. Jim.
And remember while the camp is running Jim is still working. Even
at the last minute when we boarded the plane back home, Jim was
fighting fires (and putting them out).
But even Santa has his helpers. Dave who was Jim's very efficient
2IC, was involved in pre-trip planning, he co-ordinated the paddles
and very skilfully drove (and even more skilfully reversed) the big
bus. Besides Jim and Dave a thank you to Max, also navigator, and
Sue, who both drove the buses competently and responsibly.
Bruce (a man with no vices) co-ordinated the paddling partners and
allocation of kayaks and took responsibility for all the kayaking gear
that we hired.
And then to the food. Napoleon said an army marches on its
stomach. Well, we certainly paddled with very full tummies.
Margaret, second only to Jim in organisational ability, had the
difficult task of co-ordinating the food for the entire trip. This was a
major undertaking and Margaret was working long before the trip

started and she did a wonderful job, plus she also co-ordinated meals
at Coles Bay. If people thought they could hide a bit of food for
themselves (Barrie-tomato sauce, Bob-crunchy peanut butter,
Margaret soon hunted them down). The other 2 chefs, Umi and Chris
both delighted us with their culinary skills mixing a blend of
mediterranean cuisine with recipes from the orient. And a big thank
you to all the people who assisted the chefs. Speaking of food one
immediately thinks of Bob, a prodigious eater, but who also worked
tirelessly, bending steel with his bare hands, strapping on kayaks,
loading and unloading buses.
Also thanks to Dave Edwards for joining us and giving the benefit of
his knowledge and experience. We also understand that Ron has won
the prestigious apron award from his cabin mates for services above
and beyond the call of duty and he has promised to wear it at the
next paddle.
So those are the bouquets what about the brickbats. Big Jim. Now
Big Jim is a pretty straight up and down fellow, what you see is what
you get, but, unbeknownst to us, Big Jim came on this trip with an
ulterior motive. On arrival at Brisbane Airport, Big Jim burnt all his
identification documents and then proceeded to claim asylum in
Tasmania. It appears that Big Jim was under the impression that
there is no extradition treaty between Queensland and Tasmania.
However, Big Jim redeemed himself by working extra shifts even
when he was not rostered on.
Richard (Sharpe) possessed of every navigational device known,
contrived to get the bus lost getting back from Hobart to the caravan
park. However, Richard also redeemed himself with hidden displays
of culinary skill especially the eggs at breakfast.
So, what really stands out. It was at Cloudy Bay on Bruny Island
where reputations were won or lost. The buses were in a difficult
position. How to turn them in a very tight space. Dave and Terry at
the respective wheels. Both raced for the beach, Dave seeing a gap
tore left, Terry seeing hard sand close the the water screamed to the

right. Who would be first. Dave appeared, just clearing the ridge,
normally calm and collected but now pumping his fist shouting "I'm
number one!" then Terry, normally quiet and reserved, thumping his
chest shouting "I'm the best", then Anita and Lynn both normally very
ladylike and demure racing up shouting "my man is number one, put
that in your bloody report". So what to do. Only thing in this day and
age: have a referendum. And to get an honest answer, ask the ladies.
The decision was unanimous.
The memory of Charlie (Clint) at the wheel at the Lakes Entrance
camp, hair blowing in the wind, sun bronzed arm leaning on the open
window, a roguish smile playing on his lips was the man who put the
word sexy back into driving and caused the ladies to go weak at the
knees. When this was put to Charlie, he just gave a knowing smile,
tipped the ash from his Sobranie Black Russian into a crystal ashtray
and in a voice gravelly from too much whiskey and all night poker
sessions said, and here we quote verbatim "The ladies know best". So
the young cubs have a way to go before they can usurp the old lion.
To the paddles. Jim has kindly agreed to add as an addendum to this
report, detail of the various paddles. In general, we had fine weather,
clean water and great scenery. It is a real pleasure to paddle up to the
settlement at Port Arthur rather than just visiting it as a tourist. The
paddle that stands out is the penultimate one at Coles Bay, when on
returning from the walk to Wineglass Bay, we paddled back into the
wind and waves. For some it was a chance to enjoy the wind and the
waves and to hone their skills, for others a chance to tackle more
challenging conditions and develop their skills. It is these paddles,
which we don't get in the rivers at home, that help make away camps
special because they build camaraderie and confidence where needed.
And, at the end of the day, it is also thanks to every single person on
the camp who just pitched in where necessary, did what had to be
done and made the camp such a success.

Jim's Addendum
Throughout the trip we paddled on 10 days from 4 different bases.
13th Feb
The first paddle was when 33 of us collected 18 kayaks from
Roaring 40's and paddled with 2 guides from Sandy Bay into Hobart's
Constitution Dock to have fish and chips and then and return to Sandy Bay.

We then travelled, 2 busses with 2 kayak trailers to Bruny Island and set up
camp at Adventure Bay for 4 nights.
15th Feb
33 paddlers participated on the 1st paddle from Adventure Bay
westwards to the southern end of the beach on "The Neck Reserve" for
morning tea but as we found the surf too challenging there to land safely we
retreated to another beach for morning tea before returning to the start
location.

16th Feb
Only 10 participated in an enjoyable paddle from Adventure Bay
eastwards to Penguin Island and return, a distance of 8kms. Over 20 of the rest
of the group took a cruise along the eastern shores of the southern part of
Bruny Island from Adventure Bay to "The Friers" and then return.

17th Feb
The intention for today's paddle was to launch at Cloudy Bay,
however we found the surf was only suitable for the many surfers who were at
the beach. Consequently we relocated to Alonnah and 33 paddlers then
paddled around Satellite Island, south to Grundys Point and return to start
location.

19th Feb
After relocating and setting up camp at Port Arthur today's paddle
with 35 paddlers was from Stewarts Bay into the Pt Arthur Bay Prison Complex
Area and return. Unfortunately as the seas were unfavourable we couldn't land
on the Isle of the Dead.

20th Feb
27 paddlers departed Turners Point on the eastern side of the
Tasman Peninsular and paddled northwards to Lime Bay and return, stopping
at the Coal Mines ruins enroute.

21st Feb
The Fortescue Bay paddle - 23 paddlers paddled northwards
around the bay and along the eastern side of the Tasman Peninsular passed

the spectacular rock cliffs to near Thumbs Point and then return to the launch
point.

23rd Feb
We have set up camp at Coles Bay and today the Coles Bay Half
Triathlon is being run. This meant a change of launch locations to the boat
ramp. From here 24 paddlers set out to circumnavigate Coles Bay in fairly
vigorous weather conditions. This afternoon in an endeavour to see more of
this area many set out to sight Wineglass Bay, some by climbing Mt Amos and
others to observe the bay from an observation point in the saddle between the
2 mountains.

24th Feb
One of the paddle of the trip - to Wineglass Bay and return. 30
paddlers set out from Coles Bay boat ramp to Hazards Beach, then walk
overland to Wineglass Bay, and return via the same route. The strong northerly
wind on the return journey also made this paddle one of the most challenging
of the trip. 16km paddle and 4km walk.

25th Feb
The last paddle of the trip. 27 paddlers departed from Swanwick
boat ramp going upstream against the tide on the Swan River to opposite
Pelican Rocks for morning tea and return.

